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British Research

Porton Down Chemical and Biological Warfare research centre was set up in
1916 at a cost of £4 million. It comprises the Medical Research Establishment~
mainly concerned with B.W. research; f~lington Farm, which supplies the 2,000
animal~ a week that are killed in C.B.W. experiments and the Chemical Defence
Experi$ental Establishment, the largest section, primarily concerned with C.W.
research; and the school at Winterbourne Gunner.
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Port on covers approximately 10 square miles. The total staff is unknown,
but has been estimated at about 1,100 of whom 100 are Scientific Officers. The
Establishment is surrounded by a high wire fence and Security Officers and Army
Police with dogs patrol the area regularly, and all buildings are guarded.

In its time Porto~ has discovered and developed C.S. now made on licence in
the States for Vietnam use (1,200 Ib of C.S. are known to have been dropped on
Tihninh province alone), and also manufactured under licence at Nanekuke
in Cornwall and exported in bulk. It has also don.e work on the development of
Botulinous toxin, one of the most deadly B agentso About lIb. would be enough,
it is estimated, to kill every inhabitant of the earth.
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On the nature of scientific deception

There are many euphemisms used by the Ministry of Defence (like "Ministry
of Defense" ?) to spread their verbal warfare or mistificationof C.B.W. in what
is felt to be the public interest. But we, the general public, know too little
of what has been happening at Porton in the 50 years of its exist~nce. Furthermore,
serious doubt is cast on that little information we do have about Porton by
the kind of statements recently made on behalf of the Government.

Dr. Gordon Smith stated "if you want to mount an attack, you have to have
systems which disperse the agent from some sort of vehicle. We have made no
attempt to develop this sort of equipment" while the Ministry of Defence holds
the patent (No. 1029561) for just such a delivery system - an aircraft spray
device.
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We are asked to believe by the Ministry of Defence that 85% of Porton's work
is eventually published at the same time as being told that Porton published only
80 papers last year. There are 1,000 or so scientists encarcerated at Porton
who would be expected to turn out about 800 papers a year at a 'normal' research
establishment.
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There are many euphe,misms propagated by the Ministry to give the general
public a cushioned version of reality. One such is the term "Nondestructive
warfare" it is applied to all C. and B. warfare and means simply that populations
may be exterminated but buildings, ports and communications remain undamaged.

A second is the term"harassing agent". C.S. is a harassing agent. It is
sufficient to say that there have been some hundred of well documented deaths

in Vietnam caused by C.S. Finally that mythical word defence: ~~. Healey,
the Minister of Defence states in a letter ..

"All \oJeare doing is to ensure that the best means of defence would be
available to our forces and civilian population if such \\larfarewere used
against us I hope that the foregoing will reasure you that our efforts
in the field of microbiological warfare are entirely devoted to defence".

If this is true and the Government is concerned purely to obtain adequate
civilian defe~e against a potential chemical or biological attack, the
activities at Porton are a poor way of doing so.

Currently an attack on Britain using nerve gases similar to those developed
in Porton in the 1950's would find a totally defenceless Britain. The civilian
population does not have access to the protective clothing, the air filtration
devices, the atropine syringes or the immunization techniques required. We
are not instructed how to defend ourselves, and Porton would be unable to
achieve this instruction in the few minutes or hours that would be available to
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in Vietnamcaused by C.S. Finally that mythical word defence: Mr. Healey,
the Minister of Defence states in a letter ..

"All we are doing is to ensure that the best means of defence would be
available to our forces and civilian population if such warfare were used
against us I hope that the foregoing will reasure you that our efforts
in the field of microbiological warfare are entirely devoted to defence".

If this is true and the Government is concerned purely to obtain adequate
civilian defe~e against a potential chemical or biological attack, the
acti~ties at Porton are a poor way of doing so.

Currently an attack on Britain using nerve gases similar to those developed
in Porton in the 1950's would find a totally defenceless Britain. The civilian
population does not have access to the protective clothing, the air filtration
devices, the atropine syringes or the immunization techniques required. We
are not instructed how to defend ourselves, and Porton would be unable to
achieve this instruction in the few minutes or hours that would be available to

it before the holocaust. The only defence against C. and B. agents is an
adequately informed and openly protected population such as exists in Sweden.
The alternative may be that the only survivors of a C. and B. attack will be
Mr. Healey, the scientists at Porton, and those sectors of the British Army
that have received proper training and equipment.
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Thus, if the defence of the civilian population against C. and B. attack
is Porton's prime aim, it has failed to achieve it, and cannot achieve it unless
it is opened and its results made available to us all. Meanwhile, the continued
existence of a large secret station, known to be linked by information-sbr.iring
agreements with the one major nation now confessedly wedded to a firsL--strike
doctrine of C. and B. warfare and openly stockpiling C. & B. agents, the United
States, can only act as an open provocation, should anyone be interested in
launching a C. & B. attack against us, to get in first. This is not defence,
it is folly.

International Le~

The Geneva Protocol signed and ratified by 58 states including Gr;;at
Britain and Russia but not U.S.A. prohibits the use in war of both ChEll1:Lcaland
biological weapons. The last two lines of the Protocol are important:

liThe High Contracting Parties will exert every effort to induce other
States to accede to the present Protocol".

There exists between Britain , United States c'.LdCanada a tripartita
agreement for the sharing of all results of secret CoB. t1T.research work and with
testing facilities for C. & B. weapons, so that rGsults of the Million Dollar
a day I!esearch programme carried out at Fort Deitrich in the States are share~
with Br,itain in return for the results of Porton's work.

Even if Britain is not stockpiling Chemical weapons the United States,' using
Britisn know-how most certainly is, and what is more, America is using C. agents in
Vietnam. It is this which many people feel to be a direct contravention of the
Geneva Protocol i.e. while being "bound to exert every effort to induce other
states to accede to the Protocol", Great Britain with all the research facilities
available to her actively supports a country which is daily violating the Protocol.

We therefore call for the withdrawal of Great Britain from her tripartite

agreement with Canada and the United States for sharing C.B.W research information
for the declassification of all work done at Porton Down and for the removal of.

all Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Technology classified research grants
to British universities. And we strongly recommend that steps be taken to extend
the Geneva Protocol to cover non-lethal chemical weapons, the so-called harassing

and incapacitating agents.
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June 16th Committee.

University of Essex~


